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Abstract Recent years have witnessed the emergence
of image decomposition techniques which effectively
separate an image into a piecewise smooth base
layer and several residual detail layers. However, the
intricacy of detail patterns in some cases may result
in side-effects including remnant textures, wrongly-
smoothed edges, and distorted appearance. We
introduce a new way to construct an edge-preserving
image decomposition with properties of detail
smoothing, edge retention, and shape fitting. Our
method has three main steps: suppressing high-
contrast details via a windowed variation similarity
measure, detecting salient edges to produce an edge-
guided image, and fitting the original shape using
a weighted least squares framework. Experimental
results indicate that the proposed approach can
appropriately smooth non-edge regions even when
textures and structures are similar in scale. The
effectiveness of our approach is demonstrated in the
contexts of detail manipulation, HDR tone mapping,
and image abstraction.
Keywords detail suppression; edge extraction; edge-
preserving decomposition; shape recovery
1 Introduction
Many natural photos and artworks include
various well-structured objects with rich visual
information. These images usually contain
distinctive texture elements as well as complex
structures. Many current applications in
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computational photography call for decomposition
of an image into a piecewise smooth base layer
plus one or more detail layers with different
scales. Appropriate manipulation of these layers
separately provides a basis for meeting the needs of a
wide range of applications such as image fusion and
enhancement [1, 2], tone mapping and transfer [3, 4],
and image-based editing [5, 6].
The paramount problem of image decomposition
techniques is to obtain the base layer via
some coarsening operations, following which detail
layers can be extracted. During these operations,
proper determination of edge elements and detail
elements is crucial, since edges should be preserved
while details require smoothing. Numerous edge-
preserving smoothing algorithms exist which aim
to suppress or capture details in images. As
traditional linear filters [7] are known to produce halo
artifacts near edges, several non-linear smoothing
filters [8–11] have been devised to mitigate this
shortcoming. Common approaches [12–16] depend
on gradient magnitudes or brightness differences
to distinguish edges from details. Therefore, they
lead to unsatisfactory image decomposition when
textures and structures are similar in scale. Some
studies strive to characterize details by rapid
oscillations between local minima and maxima [17] or
by relative total variation [18]. They have difficulties
in handling images with complex content despite
producing superb results in certain cases. The
drawbacks of these techniques can be generalized as:
detail residue, edge collapse, and shape distortion.
We propose a novel edge-preserving image
decomposition framework via joint weighted least
squares that effectively smooths the non-edge regions
while fitting the overall appearance. Taking the
weighted least squares (WLS) mechanism [14] as a
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bridge, we successively remove high-contrast details,
extract salient edges, and ﬁnally recover the initial
shape. The detail suppression stage is based on the
key observation that the gradients of details always
diﬀer widely in small local regions while those of
edges usually point in similar directions. This allows
us to repress the gradients of details to a lower
magnitude than those of edges, after which use of
edge detection methods becomes feasible to separate
edges from details. The shape recovery stage strives
to obtain the coarse base layer which, meanwhile, is
analogous to the original image.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In the next section, we discuss the related
work on base–detail decomposition and explain the
causes of some shortcomings in performance. In
Section 3, we elaborate our edge-preserving
decomposition framework via joint weighted least
squares and illuminate the principle of each
procedure. Several applications are demonstrated
in Section 4 to show the eﬀectiveness of our
decomposition. Section 5 concludes this paper.
2 Background
The goal of edge-preserving decomposition is to
remove the high-frequency details from an input
image, while keeping both the transitions and proﬁles
of edges. We show a 1D signal in Fig. 1 to provide
intuition. The local signal is decomposed into three
main components: a high-frequency detail signal, a
step edge, and a slowly-varying shape signal. The
detail signal represents the texture element with
approximate zero mean. The edge signal depicts
the margin of a visually salient segment. The
shape signal contains the overall shape of the local
signal. To properly capture details, it is essential
for the base layer to combine the edge signal
with the shape signal, without being confused by
details. Confusing the base layer with the detail layer
results in unexpected artifacts or distortions [14].
2.1 Energy minimization framework
A wealth of image decomposition techniques have
Signal Details Edge Shape Output 
Fig. 1 A 1D signal consists of three optional components:
a detail signal, an edge signal, and a shape signal. The edge
component and the shape component (in the blue rectangle)
combine to give the ﬁnal output (in the green rectangle).
been advocated to compute the base layer. Some
approaches [14, 18, 20] follow the same optimization
framework based on a data term and a smoothness
term. The goal of the data term is to decrease
the distance between the ﬁltered image and the
original one, while the smoothness term endeavors
to achieve ﬂatness in textured regions. Formally,
given an input image I, seeking a smoothed image S






[(Ip − Sp)2 + λ · f(Sp)] (1)
where the subscript p denotes the spatial location
of a pixel. The function f(·) is carefully designed to
control the smoothness of each pixel in the output
image. Balancing the two possibly contradictory
terms, the data term (Ip − Sp)2 and the smoothness
term f(Sp), enables us to compute the coarsened
image S. Here, λ balances the two terms; a larger
value leads to a smoother outcome.
2.2 Edge-preserving image smoothing
Edge-preserving image smoothing has already
received a great deal of attention. Historically, a
Gaussian ﬁlter is the most commonly used linear
scale-space smoothing operator. Nonlinear scale-
space operators improve upon linear operators
by integrating a priori edge information into the
smoothing process. In particular, the bilateral
ﬁlter [11] and its extensions [2, 4, 21, 22] are popular
choices which have been applied in various multiscale
decomposition scenarios [23, 24].
Weighted least squares. Farbman et al. [14]
advanced an edge-preserving operator based on the
weighted least squares (WLS) framework, which
correlates the smoothness function f in Eq. (1)
with the gradients of S. Figure 2(b) illustrates
the performance of WLS ﬁltering. There are
several inevitable limitations since the smoothing
coeﬃcients locate edges using large amplitudes. WLS
ﬁltering not only fails to smooth ﬁne-scale high-
contrast details, but also gets confused when edges
touch details. We can increase the value of λ to
provide smoother output (see Fig. 2(c)). However, it
produces deformations where the shape component
is not ﬂat (see the leftmost part of the plot of
the signal, for example), and some edges become
degraded. Such undesirable outcomes result from
the naive design of the smoothness weights.
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(a) Bilateral ﬁltering (b) WLS (c) WLS (smoother) (d) L0 smoothing
(e) Relative total variation (f) Local extrema (g) Domain transform (h) Our method
Fig. 2 The gray curve represents a scanline of an input image; the red curve is the smoothed result. (a) Bilateral ﬁltering [11]
(σs = 4, σr = 0.2); (b) weighted least squares optimization (λ = 0.5, α = 1.2); (c) weighted least squares optimization (λ = 1.5,
α = 1.2); (d) L0 smoothing (λ = 2e− 2, κ = 2.0); (e) relative total variation (λ = 1e− 2, σ = 3.0); (f) local extrema [17]; (g) domain
transform [19] (σs = 20, σr = 0.4); and (h) our method (λ1 = 0.4, λ2 = 3e − 2, λ3 = 4e − 3, α = 2.2).
L0 smoothing. Xu et al. [20] used a sparse
gradient counting scheme to enhance the steepness
of transition and eliminate a certain amount of low-
amplitude structures. The smoothness function f is
deﬁned in a global manner by limiting the number
of non-zero gradients. An alternative approach to
optimization is used, since the original problem
involves a discrete counting metric. However, this
solver conserves the largest gradients in each
iteration instead of intensities, which consequently
gives rise to several drawbacks (see Fig. 2(d)). High-
contrast textures are sharpened, while low-contrast
edges are ﬂattened. Some details may be overly
smoothed, since the smallest gradients need to be
set to zero.
2.3 Structure–texture image decomposition
Structure–texture decomposition [25, 26], focusing
on the separation of structure components and
texture components, traditionally enforces the total
variation (TV) regularizer to preserve large-scale
edges [27–30]. Aujol et al. [27] studied diﬀerent TV
energy terms and functional spaces that suit various
types of textures. These forms of total variation
regularizer have limited abilities, since textures are
usually complex and irregular.
Relative total variation. Xu et al. [18] proposed
the relative total variation (RTV) regularizer for the
smoothness function f . This measure yields diﬀerent
responses to meaningful content and texture edges,
Fig. 3 Our pipeline involves three successive stages (labeled
in green): detail suppression, edge extraction, and shape
recovery. The result of each stage is shown in a blue
rectangle. Taking the WLS optimization framework as a bridge,
we impose shape constraints (from the input image) and
smoothness constraints (from the edge-guided image) on the
output image to achieve base–detail decomposition.
which assists in texture removal. Figure 2(e) shows
the success of RTV in making the main structure
stand out. However, it cannot distinguish between
edges and textures that are close in scale, since
they may be penalized similarly with respect to the
regularizer.
3 Our approach
In this section, we explain our method using the
joint weighted least squares framework. At the outset
it generates a reference image containing structure
information. This reference image helps to reduce the
gap between the output base layer and the original
appearance. We now explain the principles behind,
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and relationships of, the three main steps.
3.1 Overview
The pipeline of our approach, diagramed in Fig. 3,
includes three major procedures (indicated by green
arrows): detail suppression, edge extraction, and
shape recovery. Given an input image, we ﬁrst
compress details or textures to guarantee that their
amplitudes are smaller than those of edges. Next, we
can detect salient edges using existing methods, since
the amplitudes of details have been reduced. The
consequent excessive smoothing, which will be
elaborated later, does not matter, because we just
require a guide image to reﬂect the structure. This
edge-guided image then supplies a smoothness
constraint, while the input image supplies a shape
constraint (indicated by orange arrows). Ultimately,
using the WLS optimization framework as a bridge,
we produce the ﬁnal smoothed image which matches
the overall shape of the input image elements.
3.2 Detail suppression
We deﬁne a windowed variation similarity measure
at a pixel p in an image I to be











where R(p) is the set of pixels in the local
neighborhood centered at p, and ∂xIq and ∂yIq
denote the partial derivatives of I along the x and y













We set  to a small positive number to avoid division
by zero; Hx and Hy both range from 0 (when the
derivatives in the local neighborhood R sum to zero)
to 1 (when the derivatives in the local neighborhood
R coincide in sign).
A key observation is that the gradients of
details widely vary in direction in a small area
while those of edges usually conform in terms
of direction. Therefore, the quantity of H, which
represents the intensity diﬀerences within R, is
relatively smaller in detail regions. Our windowed
variation similarity measure is inspired by Xu et
al. [18]. However, the largest distinction lies in the
removal of the weights for neighboring pixels in their
relative total variation measure. Our work reveals
that weights are insigniﬁcant because all the pixels
contribute equally when calculating the gradient
variation in a local region.
Farbman et al. [14] suggested setting the
smoothness function f in Eq. (1) to





We achieve detail suppression by incorporating the
windowed variation similarity into the coeﬃcient
a(Ip) as
ax(Ip) = [(Hx(p))α + ]−1
ay(Ip) = [(Hy(p))α + ]−1
}
(5)
where α is a positive number which controls the
sensitivity to H. Note that a window merely
containing textures has a larger value of a to enforce
smoothness, while a window including structural
edges imposes a milder smoothness requirement.
A closed-form solver for the WLS framework was
provided in Ref. [14]. We give the pseudocode of
their scheme in Algorithm 1. Substituting our new
weights (in Eq. (5)) provides the intuitive output
in Fig. 4(b), which successfully suppresses the high-
contrast details without degrading edges.
Algorithm 1: Weighted least squares (WLS)
Input: An input image I, smoothing parameter λ, and
smoothness weights ax and ay.
Output: A smoothed base layer S.
Steps:
1) Ax ← diagonal matrix containing ax;
2) Ay ← diagonal matrix containing ay;
3) Dx ← discrete diﬀerentiation operator along the x
direction;
4) Dy ← discrete diﬀerentiation operator along the y
direction;
5) L← DTxAxDx +DTy AyDy;
6) E ← identity matrix;
7) S ← (E + λL)−1I.
3.3 Edge extraction
Recently, Xu et al. [20] proposed an L0 gradient
minimization strategy by limiting the number of
pixels p whose magnitude is not zero. The gradient
measure of an image S is written as
C(S) = {p | |∂xSp|+ |∂ySp| = 0} (6)
where {·} is the counting operator. Used as the
40
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(a) Input signal (b) Detail suppression (c) Edge extraction (d) Shape recovery
Fig. 4 The three steps of our algorithm. (a) A scanline of intensity along a row in a real image. (b) Step 1: suppress high-contrast
details using the windowed variation similarity measure; outcome shown in green. (c) Step 2: extract the salient structure layer
(blue) from the image with low-contrast detail (green). (d) Step 3: ﬁt the original shapes according to the edge-guided image (blue)
and the input image; ﬁnal output shown in red.
smoothness function f in Eq. (1), the gradient





(Sp − Ip)2 + λ · C(S) (7)
There is a crucial aspect of L0 smoothing
relevant to our edge extraction stage design—it
picks out major edges and eliminates insigniﬁcant
details. Therefore, it is a feasible tool to distinguish
structure constituents now that the amplitudes of
details have dropped below those of edges. We
apply L0 smoothing to the detail-suppressed image
produced in the previous stage to give an edge-guided
image for the ﬁnal shape recovery phrase.
An inevitable side-eﬀect of the L0 operation is the
severe intensity oﬀset, as shown in Fig. 4(c). This
hinders succeeding delicate operations. However, it
does not matter, as the generated edge-guided image
includes the essential information which discerns
edges from details. We explain the information as
the possibility of a pixel belonging to an edge. Some
non-edge regions are treated as constant (implying
zero gradient) and hence have zero probability of
containing a structural edge. The large-amplitude
edges, even though compressed, still have larger
gradients than the small-amplitude edges, and hence
a greater chance of being an edge.
3.4 Shape recovery
We rectify the oﬀset and oversmoothing problem
utilizing joint weighted least squares, an extension
of the WLS strategy [14]. In our implementation,
we import the edge-guided image as a joint
image for the ultimate purpose of detail-smoothing,
edge-preserving, and shape-ﬁtting. The smoothness
function f is deﬁned as in Eq. (4). However,
the coeﬃcients in this stage depend on the joint
image J :
ax(Jp) = (|∂xJp|β + )−1
ay(Jp) = (|∂yJp|β + )−1
}
(8)
where the exponent β determines the sensitivity to
the gradients of J . The probability information in J ,
together with I, controls the gradients of the output
image. Combining the characteristics of the WLS
framework and the knowledge from the edge-guided
image, we recover the initial appearance, meeting our
original goals.
Solving the energy minimization framework by
Algorithm 1 with new weights produces a ﬁnal
coarsened base layer in Fig. 4(d), with smoothed
high-contrast details excluding edges, yet which still
follows the overall signal form.
3.5 Results
To complete the exposition of our joint weighted least
squares strategy, we summarize it in Algorithm 2,
which aﬀords a coarse base layer. Iterative smoothing
operations on the returned base layer by Algorithm
Algorithm 2: Joint weighted least squares
Input: An input image I, smoothing parameters λ1,
λ2, and λ3 for the three stages, and sensitivity
parameters α and β.
Output: A smoothed base layer S.
// Detail suppression
1) for all p ∈ I do
2) Solve Eq. (5) for ax(Ip) and ay(Ip);
3) end for
4) G← WLS(I, λ1, ax(I), ay(I));
// Edge extraction
5) J ← L0 smoothing(G,λ2);
//Shape recovery
6) for all p ∈ J do
7) Solve Eq. (8) for ax(Jp) and ay(Jp);
8) end for
9) S ← WLS(I, λ3, ax(J), ay(J)).
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2 can provide a multiscale decomposition of an
input image, which can be a more satisfactory
result. However, we do not explore this further in
this paper.
We compare our method with several others which
perform base–detail decomposition. One should keep
in mind that our goal is to seek a smoothed base layer
in an edge-preserving and shape-ﬁtting manner. All
the parameters were carefully adjusted to achieve
the best performance for these methods. Figure 5(a)
shows some heart-shaped cookies with decorations
on the surface. It is apparent that Figs. 5(b)–5(f)
exhibit poor outcomes. Some treat textures as edges
and therefore preserve or sharpen them instead of
smoothing them, while others blur strong edges
in the coarsening process. Relative total variation
(in Fig. 5(g)) produces subtle, yet visible, residual
details on the surface of the back cookie. Our method
(see Fig. 5(h)) performs best, with excellent removal
of details without aﬀecting edges and the entire
shape.
Figure 6 exempliﬁes another comparison on the
well-known “Barbara” image. We decompose the
input image (Fig. 6(a)) into a smoothed base
layer (Fig. 6(b))) and a detail layer (Fig. 6(c)). A
representative signal indicated by the yellow line
is taken to illustrate the traits of our algorithm
(see Fig. 6(d)). Despite the large amplitude of some
oscillations, a piecewise smooth base signal is still
extracted, plus a detail signal oscillating near a
zero value. We combine the original signal and the
coarsened base signal to demonstrate the accurate
capture of the initial appearance. Other existing
approaches in Figs. 6(e)–6(h) cause severe side-
eﬀects, with results far from satisfactory.
4 Applications
Our approach can be used as the basis of numerous
image editing and manipulation tasks due to its
fundamental properties of detail suppression, edge
preservation, and shape matching. We demonstrate
the abilities of the joint weighted least squares
framework via several practical applications.
4.1 Detail enhancement
Detail enhancement is the process of representing
detail in an ampliﬁed manner. Given an input image
in Fig. 7(a), we simply double the intensity of
the detail layer to achieve the detail magniﬁcation
result, without artifacts or blurring, in Fig. 7(d). We
highlight the signiﬁcance of the correct detail
determination that is embedded in the property of
shape ﬁtting. To provide understanding, a scanline
signal (indicated by the yellow line) is plotted in the
bottom row. The detail-enhanced signal (in red) is
supposed to vibrate about, rather than deviate from,
the initial one (in gray).
The results of the L0 smoothing and the weighted
least squares operator, taken directly from Ref. [20]
and Ref. [14] respectively, both fail to ﬁt the
(a) Input image (b) Bilateral ﬁltering [11] (c) Weighted least squares (d) L0 smoothing
(e) Rolling guidance ﬁlter [31] (f) Local extrema [17] (g) Relative total variation (h) Our method
Fig. 5 Results and comparison on an image with high-contrast details.
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Original signal and base layer  
(d) Scanline plots
(e) Bilateral ﬁlter + L0 smooth (f) Local extrema [17] (g) Guided image ﬁltering [32] (h) Relative total variation
Fig. 6 Analysis and comparison using the “Barbara” image.
(a) Input and a signal (b) L0 smoothing (c) Weighted least squares (d) Our method
Fig. 7 Detail boosting results. Top: input image and its detail enhanced output using various methods. Bottom: corresponding
intensity plots indicated by the yellow line.
original shape. Our decomposition which provides
appropriate enhancement and a more sophisticated
boosting mechanism, instead of simply doubling,
could be used to provide a more advanced outcome.
4.2 Image abstraction
Textures and details enrich the visual perception
of a photo. However, in some situations, we prefer
simpliﬁed stylistic pictures from color images or
videos. This non-photorealistic processing technique
demands elimination of details without degrading
edges. Traditionally, bilateral ﬁltering is widely used
in image and video abstraction [23, 24]. Using our
edge-preserving decomposition approach produces
the results in Fig. 8. In this application, we
simultaneously suppress details and emphasize
edges. Two main steps are involved—extracting
the smooth base layer, and detecting the edge
component. We discern edges according to the
gradient map of the base layer, following which the
intensity of these edges is enhanced. The coarsened
image is then overlaid with the enhanced edges
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(a) Input girl image (b) Girl abstraction (c) Input scenery image (d) Scenery abstraction
Fig. 8 Image abstractions computed using our framework.
to augment the visual distinctiveness of diﬀerent
regions.
4.3 HDR tone mapping
HDR tone mapping is another popular application
that aims to approximate the appearance of high
dynamic range images in a medium that has a more
limited dynamic range. The focus lies in maintaining
detail contrast and compressing edge range. This
goal can be achieved by harnessing image
decomposition techniques [4, 33, 34]. We use the tone
mapping algorithm of Ref. [4] by simply replacing
the bilateral ﬁltering with our decomposition
algorithm. The base layer is linearly mapped to a
low dynamic range and then composed back with the
detail layer. It is of prime importance to carefully
preserve sharp discontinuities to avoid halos.
Figure 9 shows results using several diﬀerent
methods. Structures can be clearly recognized
and contrasts are reasonably maintained. Another
instance is given in Fig. 10. The comparison of two
close-ups in the bottom row reveals that our method
can generate stronger contrasts without visual
artifacts such as blocky reﬂections (in Fig. 10(a) and
Fig. 10(b)) on the ﬂoor.
5 Conclusions
The ability to perform edge-preserving image
decomposition opens up a wide range of possibilities
for interesting photographic applications. We have
presented a feasible optimization framework via
joint weighted least squares to compute a coarsened
base layer with the properties of detail smoothing,
edge preservation, and shape ﬁtting. We endeavor
to impose shape constraints and smoothness
constraints on the output image to address certain
shortcomings of previous approaches. Our results
for a variety of applications, involving detail
enhancement, HDR tone mapping, and image
abstraction, demonstrate that our strategy is robust
and versatile.
Our future work will concentrate on improving
the performance under more complicated lighting
and reducing the sensitivity to parameters. Another
direction for future work is to explore further
potential applications based on challenging image
manipulations.
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